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Results

Ten teams from five countries participated in the RoboCupRescue RobotLeague
in 2002 as shown in Table 1. Most robots are remotely teleoperated and have
limited autonomy. Because of the complexity of the problem, fully autonomous
robots cannot be practical. Adjusted autonomy, shared autonomy, and autonomy
for human interface are suitable to apply AI to the real disaster problems.

Table 1. Participants of the RoboCupRescue Robot League

Team Name Affiliation Characteristics
COMPETITION

HANIF Rescue Robot Team YSC (Iran) Crawler type, large
IUB Team 2002 Intl. Univ. Bremen (Ger-

many)
Buggy type, balloon camera

KAVOSH Javan Robotics Club (Iran) 2 Crawler types, periscope
camera

Kingston Fire Brigade Univ. Auckland (New
Zealand)

Tire type, autonomous,
small

MARR Tokyo Inst. Tech. (Japan) 2 Crawler types, fast
SCARABS New Roads School (USA) Tire type, wired, high

school team
Sharif Rescue Robot Sharif Univ. Tech. (Iran) 2 Crawler types, crawler

mechanism
UVS-IV Kobe Univ. (Japan) 2 Crawler types, mapping

DEMONSTRATION
MINORI 2002 Nippon Inst. Tech. (Japan) Crawler type
ZMP Sensorbot ZMP Inc. (Japan) Crawler type, wired

Observations

Three fields of earthquake disaster were created by Yuki Nakagawa (National
Museum of Emergent Science) following a standard proposed by Adam Jacoff
(NIST). A Japanese-house field was developed as the orange zone. Type of dis-
asters depends on countries and regions because local situations such as houses,
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Fig. 1. MARR, the 2nd position winner of the RoboCupRescue Robot League 2002

streets and styles of habitation are different. For example, pan-cake crush was
typical in Turkey, but first-floor crush was widely observed at Kobe Earthquake
in Japan. Futon mats made serious trouble in search and rescue operations in
Japan. It is important to evaluate robots and systems under wide variety of
realistic situations according to the local needs. The rubble-pile field simulated
debris that was completely destroyed where voids are so small that large robots
could not enter.

Thirty victim dummies were distributed in the fields (on the surface, lightly
trapped, in a void, or entombed). Babies and adults were painted gray simulating
dirt and could not be easily recognized by robot cameras. They emit living signals
such as heat of bodies, sound of shouting, CO2, motion of body parts, although
they do not react to robots interactively.

Table 2. Results: Rescue Robot League

1 KAVOSH Javan Robotics Club Iran
2 MARR Tokyo Institute of Technology Japan

Score is calculated by a formula evaluating number of victims found, po-
sitional accuracy, quality of maps generated. Number of robots and number
of operators are also considered in order to promote research of multi-agent au-
tonomous robots. When an operator declares that he/she found a victim, referees
check the validity on site.

The following problems were observed as lessons of the competition.

– Ropes, strings, news papers, towels, and futon mat obstructed motion of
robots. They are sometimes caught by the crawler mechanisms, and caused
the robot to be stuck and to derail.

– Wireless communication sometimes made serious problems. When camera
image is jammed, operators could not move robots. IP connection was some-
times cut under the unstable wireless environment.
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– Localization was an important problem. Robots sometimes lost their ways.
They could not identify unique victims and found the same victims several
times.

– Reliability was important. Robots had damage at the transportation.
– Human interface had a major effect on performance. Practice and operators’

skill were also important.

Target of RoboCupRescue is not limited to this field setup. Wide variety of
disasters happen and robots are expected to deploy in any situation. For example,
humanitarian demining is an important issue in robotics, and RoboCup should
contribute the promotion of technology of this purpose. Continuous participation
of teams to the competition will lead advance of necessary technology as in the
football leagues.
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